REAL Council

Agenda

Oct. 23, 2009, 9:30 a.m., CITDE TC 137

Handouts:
- Agenda

Discussion:
1. Demo and discussion of Chalk & Wire
2. REAL Council update.
3. Update on prompts and rubrics – Melissa and Benni
4. Update on writing sections
   - Table of Contents/report order - Denise
   - “Keeping it REAL is Not Sharply or Clearly Focused or Defined” - Mark and Benni will rewrite, probably starting at the “crafting of possible themes” section; then send to Coady, Kim R., and Gilbert for comment and review
   - Assessment - Karen, Russell, Denise
   - “under Internships and Practicum Experiences, “field experiences” and “co-ops” should be mentioned and incorporated” – Darla Doty - done
5. Discussion of marketing – QEP Marketing committee (Alyson, Jeanelle)
   - Status of logo; options for getting a logo?
   - Stuffing and distributing progress
6. Adjourn